
 
 

 

 Grade: 7th  
Unit Two: Turning Points (myPerspectives Unit 3) 

 Timeline: Quarter Two 
 
Unit Overview: Whether it means an unexpected conversation with a stranger or a long-awaited victory, some experiences can cause 
a person’s life to change in an instant. Authors through the ages have explored the events that can transform lives in both big and 
small ways. This unit has been designed to allow students to consider a range of turning points. 

STANDARDS ADDRESSED IN THIS UNIT 

ESSENTIAL (Ongoing Standards Highlighted) 

RL/RI.7.1 - Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from text. 

RI.7.6 - Determine an author's point of view, perspective, and/or purpose in a text and analyze 
how the author distinguishes his or her position from that of others. 

L.7.2 - Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, 
and spelling as appropriate for Grade 7 when writing.  

SL 7.5 - Include multimedia components and visual displays in presentations to clarify claims and 
findings and emphasize the primary points. 

SL.7.1 - Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 7 topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas 
and expressing their own clearly. 

W.7.10 - Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) 
and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and 
audiences. 

SUPPORTING 

 
RL.7.6 - Analyze how an author develops 
and contrasts the points of view and/or 
perspectives of different characters or 
narrators in a text. 
 
RL.7.3 - Analyze how particular elements of 
a story or drama interact (e.g., how setting 
shapes the characters or plot, how 
imagery affects the mood of the text, how 
characters’ decisions affect the plot). 
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W.7.2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and 
information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. 

LEARNING PROGRESSION 

Grade Below - RI/L 6.1, RI 6.3, RI 6.6, SL 6.1, SL 6.5, L 6.2, W 6.2, W 6.10 
 
Grade Above - RI/L 8.1, RI/L 8.3, RI 8.6, SL 8.1, SL 8.5, L 8.2, W 8.2, W 8.10 

STUDENT-FRIENDLY LEARNING TARGETS 

Students will be able to:  
 

● I can (or “am able to”) write an expository essay using textual evidence to support the main idea and/or inferences in a text. 
● I can (or “am able to”) use textual evidence and my own interpretations to orally/verbally articulate my findings and conclusions about a topic. 
● I can (or “am able to”) understand and explain the techniques an author uses to show different points of view and perspectives within a text.  
● I can (or “am able to”) identify and correctly use __________ (insert punctuation, spelling, capitalization focus) while I am reading or writing. 
● I can (or “am able to”) include images, videos, and audio within my presentation to clearly present information and emphasize important ideas. 

KEY ACADEMIC VOCABULARY 

● Perspective 
● Point of view 
● Characterization 
● Analyze/analysis  
● Interpretation 
● Evidence 
● Conclusions 
● Multimedia  
● Expository essay 
● Inferences  
● Collaborate (collaboratively) 
● Convey  
● Relevant  
● Clarify  
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TTtTAdWCo2gHBLfjK3R1TV_oCb7I6yhipYUnw1UEMdk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TTtTAdWCo2gHBLfjK3R1TV_oCb7I6yhipYUnw1UEMdk/edit?usp=sharing


 
 

● Explicit(ly)  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

● What can cause a sudden change in someone’s life? 
● (Check additional resources below for more essential questions that could align with your text selection.)  

TEXT OPTIONS 

 
● Tight by Torrey Maldonado 
● It Ain’t So Awful, Falafel by Firoozeh Dumas 
● Finding Langston by Lesa Cline-Ransome 
● Marcus Vega Doesn’t Speak Spanish by Pablo Cartaya 
● Booked by Kwame Alexander 
● Schooled by Gordon Korman 
● The Stars Beneath Our Feet by David Barclay Moore 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ASSESSMENTS 

Please read: The assessment process is cyclical, meaning after the first round of assessments are distributed, there should be a reteach, 
interventions, and enrichments. A second round of post-tests for students who did not reach mastery for each standard being assessed should 
be given.  
Pre-Assessments 
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https://www.getepic.com/book/77897767/it-aint-so-awful-falafel?utm_source=t2t&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=content&share=27468295120
https://www.getepic.com/book/77897767/it-aint-so-awful-falafel?utm_source=t2t&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=content&share=27468295120
https://www.getepic.com/book/77897767/it-aint-so-awful-falafel?utm_source=t2t&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=content&share=27468295120
https://www.getepic.com/book/66366698/finding-langston?utm_source=t2t&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=content&share=27468295120
https://www.getepic.com/book/66366698/finding-langston?utm_source=t2t&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=content&share=27468295120
https://www.getepic.com/book/66366698/finding-langston?utm_source=t2t&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=content&share=27468295120


 
 

● Weeks 1-2 
○ Note:  It is only necessary to assess those skills that have NOT been previously assessed.  You can use previous data from 

previous pre and post tests to inform your planning and instructional practice. 
Formative Assessments (Team Generated) 

● Weeks 3-9 
○ Formative assessments are used as an ongoing data source that should be used periodically throughout the quarter. 

Post-Assessments 
● Weeks 6-9 

○ Multiple post tests will be used to assess, reteach, and reassess skills necessary to reach every student through differentiated 
instruction and individual/small group modifications.  

 

Intervention Plan 

Intensive 
➔ Teacher works 1v1 or in small 

heterogeneous rotation groups (using 
assessment data) to provide scaffolds. 

➔ Teacher rereads selection with the 
student to ensure comprehension of 
the story.  Students take notes of major 
events co-determined with the teacher 
and/or small group.  

➔ Teacher creates skill-based goals with 
students still needing intervention, i.e. 
citing evidence, locating the main idea 
and supporting details, completing the 
mind map. 

➔ Provide additional fact and opinion 
support with culturally relevant 

Strategic - 
➔ Mind Map: Teacher uses partially 

completed mind maps with truncated 
excerpts of reading passages (at 
student’s comprehension level) to 
scaffold the student’s understanding 
of completing the mind map. 

➔ Supporting details: (maybe easier to 
start here and then work towards 
identifying the central idea) Work with 
students to recall the Who, What, 
When, Where, Why, and How in the 
story to determine important 
supporting details. 

➔ Central idea:  Use the supporting 
details to verbally scaffold the student 

Good to Go  
➔ Students can independently identify the 

structure of an objective summary. 
➔ Students can independently distinguish 

between fact and opinion.  
➔ Students can cite textual evidence to 

support their logical predictions, 
inferences, or conclusions.  
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examples that students are familiar 
with to substantiate the skill. 

towards identifying the central idea. 
Use culturally relevant examples to 
bridge learning.  

 

Optional Instructional Plans 

Week 1 

Week 2 

Week 3 

Week 4 

Week 5 

Week 6 

Week 7 

 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:  
 
Newsela myPerspectives Unit 3 Text Set - Nonfiction articles that align with the Turning Points Unit 
 
Newsela articles aligned to novel selections for this unit can be found in the 7th grade literacy support group on Schoology (Access code: 
R8PX-F6H4-KJSNG) 
 
Teaching Tolerance Articles- these will assist with covering text material through a culturally responsive lens that engages students to think 
critically about identity and culture and how it influences an author’s writing through characterization and the events of the story.  

● “Critical Practices for Anti-Bias Education”:  Valuable Content-all of the information is useful, but specifically for this unit, it would be 
helpful to read through these synopsis of some critical practices that merge critical theory with cultural relevance.  Once students understand 
the connections between their work and the real-world, particularly connected to their life and culture, they can identify the value in the 
content and the analysis process. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cfpl30kgDEFdRQhY0ET7r-8dtZEilNRH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1skdrk6z3-nfZHj1jcWuSBvDdhGWKWVii/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AtJ_DYS-gptLq-HBKmxaAqPRAzvFBxk_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15qQUA6Iom3VT_4hvleq7mlLlawVogJq7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1upsk_SCzdNApUbEaclEyFc6B_RSR5AX9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CW_7zcnEZX7z-MeXkjK9dQ7XnqK8ZXfc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ujl9mI1mT1HUHV7gWsFIlQOu4a61N34b/view?usp=sharing
https://newsela.com/subject/ela/2000002745/2000022400/2000022260/2000022263
https://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/2017-06/PDA%20Critical%20Practices_0.pdf


 
 

○ Real World Connections pg. 6 
○ Values-Based Assessment, Evaluation and Grading pg. 7 
○ Honoring Student Experience (critical for discussion and improving teacher cultural competence) pg. 8 
○ Shared Inquiry and Dialogue (essential for laying the foundation for constructive dialogue and shared critical thinking and analysis of 

texts and experience) pg. 10 
○  

● “Windows or Mirrors?” This task helps students consider if the text is a window or a mirror through practicing literacy skills and using 
technology. Students will decide if author, speaker, characters or content in a text reflect students’ lived experiences (mirror) or provide a 
window into the lived experiences of people whose identities differ from the students’. 
https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/teaching-strategies/close-and-critical-reading/window-or-mirror  

● “Thinking Notes” Thinking notes are text annotations (highlights, underlines or symbols made on the text or in the margins) that document 
student thinking during reading. Depending on how you structure the task, these notes can indicate agreement, objection, confusion or other 
relevant reactions to the text. https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/teaching-strategies/close-and-critical-reading/thinking-notes  

● Sample Questions to Challenge the Text 
● “Text Graffiti” This strategy exposes students to multiple short pieces of a text before they read it in its entirety. Students read selected 

quotes out of context and comment on both the selection and the comments of other students. The activity ends with students reflecting on 
their reactions to and predictions about the text. 
https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/teaching-strategies/close-and-critical-reading/text-graffiti  

Culturally Responsive Essential Questions (Paired with text) 
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https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/teaching-strategies/close-and-critical-reading/window-or-mirror
https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/teaching-strategies/close-and-critical-reading/thinking-notes
https://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/2017-07/6-12CCR_Challenge%20the%20Text1.pdf
https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/teaching-strategies/close-and-critical-reading/text-graffiti
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